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Measuring on the machine tool

Precision at the workpiece



The company

Founders and managing directors of the company:
Wilfried Veil and Wolfgang Madlener

Our company history shows many innovations first launched

by m&h.

First radio-wave touch probe in the 433 MHz frequency band

First mini touch probe with infrared transmission

Introduction of High Data Rate infrared transmission

Introduction of 3D Form Inspect software for checking freeform

surfaces

Touch probe systems by m&h are distinguished by high-precision

mechanics and process-reliable data transmission, successfully

meeting all requirements on the machine tool. Manufacturing and

installation are carried out with care and precision by our highly

qualified staff.

Our range of touch probe systems is completed by user-friendly

software solutions tailored to specific requirements, individual

consulting for special measuring tasks and system installation.

These services are the hallmark of a modern technological com-

pany.

We aim at giving you “precision at the workpiece” with our soluti-

ons to offer you decisive advantages against international com-

petition. Whether it is about improving the quality of your

workpieces or reliable and economical test procedures, we can

offer solutions.

We will be glad to support you with our experience and our pro-

ducts. Talk to us about your requirements.

Technical innovation, products focused towards the production

requirements of our customers and absolute user satisfaction –

these are our principal goals for developing high-quality touch

probe systems. Based on this philosophy, since its foundation in

1991, our company has developed into one of the most techno-

logically advanced companies for touch probing in the world of

machine tools.
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� Reducing costs

� Increasing quality

� Shortening set-up time

� Gaining manufacturing time

Workpiece measurement

Touch probes from m&h measure workpieces on milling machines,

machining centres, lathes, turning/milling machines, grinding

machines, special machines and robots. Both in small businesses

and in middle or large-scale production, workpieces are not

only aligned, but geometries are inspected while still on the

machine. Touch probes facilitate daily work, reduce manufactu-

ring time and costs and increase the possibilities of modern

machines.

Adjustment of workpieces
With m&h touch probes, deviating angular positions of workpieces

can be exactly determined and automatically compensated. Thus,

the time-consuming axially parallel adjustment of workpieces

becomes obsolete and precision is increased.

By touching either on a workpiece edge or two bores or cylinders,

the touch probe precisely detects any possible inclination error of

the workpiece. Depending on the machine specification, the work-

piece can be adjusted by rotating the coordinate system in the

control, or by turning a rotary table, thus considerably shortening

set-up times.

Complex workpieces often require a spatial adjustment in several

axes. Using the “Best Fit Algorithms” of the m&h software 3D Form

Inspect, the zero points of the machining program are spatially

shifted in a way to optimally match with the actual position and

adjustment of the workpiece.

Advantages through adjustment of the workpiece:

Shortening of set-up time

Making optimum and easy use of machine possibilities

Increasing precision at the workpiece

Avoiding rejects and rework

Compensation of inclined position of the workpiece
by turning the rotary table

Spatial workpiece adjustment using “Best Fit Algorithms”

Compensation of inclined position of the workpiece
by rotating the coordinate system
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Pos. x = Value
Pos. y = Value
Dø = Value

� Adjustment of workpieces

� Setting of zero points

� Workpiece measurement

� Complex measuring tasks

Application possibilities

Setting of zero points
Before machining workpieces, datum positions must be set on

the machine. Using touch probes from m&h, this can be achieved

much more precisely and faster than by conventional setting

methods.There is a broad range of application possibilities that

allow an optimum solution for every task.

As well as shortening of non-machining time and increased pre-

cision, there are other advantages, e. g.

Simpler, cheaper workholding

Compensation for inaccuracies from pallet changers

Detection of thermal influences on the machine tool

Workpiece measurement
Increasing quality demands, time constraints and the call for cost

reduction make the use of touch probes for the measurement of

workpieces a daily requirement.

State-of-the-art controls and software packages are capable of

measuring workpiece geometries such as edges, bores, bosses,

tongues, supports, angles, corners and circular arches. The infor-

mation gained will not only flow into evaluations on workpiece

quality and simple measuring records, but will also determine the

necessary consecutive processes on their own.

They allow immediate conclusions regarding tooling and machining

process and give machine operators more confidence in the quality

of their work. Immediate mechanical reworking avoids time-con-

suming, manual remedial work. Costly gauges become obsolete.

Measuring of a boss – determination of
position and diameter

Measuring of a distance

Work offset in centre of bore Work offset in workpiece corner Work offset at workpiece surface
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Measuring of a free-form surface

Measuring with cross probe

Measuring with modular extension

Workpiece measurement

Measuring of an angle

Workpiece measurement
m&h touch probes are used both in individual and series pro-

duction in order to check workpieces while still clamped on the

machine. Any deviations from the workpiece specifications are

detected at once and can be reworked immediately.

Quality of workpiece can be reported and documented any time.

Complex measuring tasks
Measuring solutions from m&h allow measuring of complex geo-

metries like 3 dimensional surfaces, measuring with swivelled

4th and 5th axis and measuring of workpieces with a variety of

measuring objects. m&h ensures seamless and process-reliable

interaction of touch probes, software, and application technology.

Above all, complex measuring tasks require:

calibration of the touch probes in order to balance machine

kinematics and thermal characteristics immediately

use of several different touch probes, partly with modular

extensions

compensate kinematic errors of 4th and 5th axis

use of cross probes

appropriate software solutions for automation of measuring

tasks

integrated complete solutions for process-reliable manufactu-

ring and unmanned shifts

� Increase operational safety

� Safe manufacturing to required dimensions

� Report manufactured quality

� Inspection while stil l clamped in original position
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Constant production quality requires the use of reliable accurate

tooling. One vital requirement is precise tool data. m&h touch

probes for tool measurement detect tool length and tool radius

directly on the machine. The data is automatically transferred to

the tool table of the control. Periodic tool checks for broken

tools or wear create additional production safety. The Toolsetter

from m&h will do this job, saving time and increasing reliability.

Tool measurement on the machine provides more precise and up

to date tool data, since it takes into account the clamping forces

of the tool holder and the thermal conditions inside the machine.

With proven measuring cycles inside the control or from m&h,

measuring is both quick and safe, this saves set-up time, avoids

non-machining time and gives high operation and process reliability.

Measuring tools on the machine tool provides substantial advan-

tages:

Measuring of exact tool diameter, taking the centrifugal forces

into consideration

No transmission errors caused by manual input of tool data

Immediate measuring in the machine environment ensures

highest precision

Production downtime and rejects are avoided by checks for

broken tools

Cost and time-saving solution

Allowance for linear expansion of the measuring axis

Tool breakage control

Measurement of tool radius

Measurement of tool length

Tool measurement
� Avoid errors

� Exact, real-time data

� Highest precision

� Check for broken tools
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Precision

m&h touch probes with their precision measuring mechanics

meet all requirements needed for use on machine tools. Some of

our advantages include ability to move at high acceleration without

false triggering, high positioning speeds, withstand constant vibra-

tion, hard tool changes, increased temperatures and contact

with coolant. Despite these factors, m&h precision mechanics

ensure wear-free high precision measuring year after year.

m&h offers two different measuring principles ensuring uncom-

promising precision for machine tools.

Half ball system
The patented half ball system ensures that the touch probe will

always reliably return to its initial position. It guarantees an opti-

mum, stable zero position. Being sturdy and extremely reliable,

it has sold in the tens of thousands on different machines world-

wide.

No faulty switching even at extreme accelerations thanks to

switching pretravel

Wear-free switching using optoelectronics

Suitable for the highest probing speeds

Carbide break shaft for protection against collision damage

Large overtravel in all axes

Tripod system
The tripod system with its sturdy construction is used in touch

probes intended for complex measuring tasks. The well-known

principle has been further developed by m&h giving the highest

process reliability.

Small dimensions, available in telescopic extensions for deep

measuring

Adjustable trigger force for different materials

Adjustable trigger force for different styli

Can use cross probes for complex measuring tasks

Radial triggering on the workpiece

Precision mechanism
tripod system

The patented half ball system ensures steady
switching behaviour while measuring

� Half ball system

� Tripod system
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Signal transmission

Interference free signal transmission between probe and receiver

is absolutely vital for process-reliable measuring on machine tools.

When using infrared light transmission, HDR technology (High

Data Rate) developed by m&h and adjustable transmitting power

guarantee process reliability.

When using radio-wave transmission, the use of a high-penetration

frequency range as well as the SCS technology (Self Channel

Select) developed by m&h ensure interference free function with

a broad transmission range.

Infrared transmission HDR
HDR (High Data Rate) technology avoids interference caused by

ambient light from outside and inside the machining area. On one

hand we use the 75 Hz transmission frequency which is different

from worldwide line frequencies of 50 Hz or 60 Hz, respectively.

On the other, an extremely high data rate of 9600 light pulses/sec

prevents interference from pulsing machine lamps.

Adjustable transmitting power and large transmitting angles are

absolutely standard for m&h touch probes. Large receiving angles

and microprocessor-controlled evaluation of receiving signals

gives absolutely perfect infrared light transmission.

Radio transmission SCS
Radio transmission is made in the 433 MHz frequency band

being internationally approved and providing particularly high

penetration. 64 channels can be easily adjusted on the digital

display both on the probe and receiver.

The patented SCS (Self Channel Select) technology of the micro-

processor-controlled receiver responds to interference signals by

continuously checking the environment. The receiver will block

corrupted frequencies from further use and will suggest the best

alternative frequency. Combining these two technologies ensures

process-reliable radio transmission.

Omnidirectional transmis-
sion from touch probe to
receiver for complex mea-
suring tasks

9600 pulses/sec are transmitted from
touch probe to receiver with micro-
processor-controlled evaluation

� Infrared transmission HDR

� Radio transmission SCS
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Infrared touch probes 25.41-HDR 25.10-HDR

IR receiver 91.10-HDR

IR receiver 91.30-RX/TX

IR receiver 91.40-RX/TX/°C

Modular extension available

Cross stylus

Adjustable measuring force

Mechanical activation

Activation via IR signal

Measuring principle halfball system

Measuring principle tripod system

High Speed Probing

Probe diameter Ø 25 – 63 mm Ø 63 mm

Touch probe length 110 – 410 mm 110 mm

Range of Infrared transmission 4 – 10 m 4 – 10 m

Use on lathe

Touch probes with
infrared transmission

m&h infrared probes are touch

trigger probes. When approa-

ching a workpiece surface,

the stylus deflects and a trigger

signal is transmitted to the

receiver by infrared light. This

receiver transforms the light

signal into an electrical signal

to the control. The control

detects the current position of

the axes and generates the

actual measuring result consi-

dering calibration data. Touch

probe systems with infrared

transmission are mostly used

in milling machines, machining

centres, and turning machines.
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� 25.41-HDR

� 25.10-HDR

� 32.00-MINI

� 40.00-TX/RX

Infrared receivers

32.00-MINI 40.00-TX/RX

Ø 50 mm Ø 40 mm

61.6 mm 50 mm

1.5 – 5 m 1.5 – 5 m

Overview

Infrared touch probe 40.00-TX/RX in use
on the machine
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Touch probes with
radio-wave transmission

m&h radio-wave probes are

touch trigger probes. When

approaching a workpiece sur-

face, the stylus deflects and a

trigger signal is transmitted to

the receiver by radio wave.

This receiver converts the

radio waves to an electrical

signal sent to the control.

The signals can be transmitted

across a large distance and

without visual contact to the

receiver. This is why radio-wave

touch probes are particularly

suited for large machines and

machines with swivelling

heads. Radio-wave transmis-

sion is also used for measuring

tasks inside the workpiece.

Radio-wave touch probes 20.41-MULTI 20.10-MULTI

Radio-wave receiver 95.10-SCS

Modular extension available

Cross stylus

Adjustable measuring force

Mechanical activation

Measuring principle halfball system

Measuring principle tripod system

High Speed Probing

Probe diameter Ø 25 – 63 mm Ø 63 mm

Touch probe length 110 – 410 mm 110 mm
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Radio-wave receiver

Radio-wave touch probe 20.10-MULTI measuring
an aircraft component

� 20.41-MULTI

� 20.10-MULTI

� 38.10-MINI

Overview

38.10-MINI

Ø 25 – 50 mm

74 – 274 mm
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Infrared touch probe 25.10-HDR

The infrared touch probe 25.10-HDR is particularly suited for

vertical and horizontal machining centres and is distinguished by

highest precision, high transmitting power and maximum posi-

tioning speed. Sturdy construction and easy handling make it

universally applicable and ensure a long service life.

Technical data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Recommended
probing speed

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force with 50mm stylus

Power supply

Protection class

Weight without shank

Temperature range

Material

Signal transmission

Transmission angle

Range of transmission

2 Sigma 1 µm

254 mm/min – 2000 mm/min

±X, ±Y, -Z

XY ±15°, Z -11 mm

XY = 2 N, Z = 10 N

1 x 9 V battery

IP68: EN60529

1300 g

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

High Data Rate up to 9600 pulses/sec

130° – all-round 360°

4 – 10 m, adjustable
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Product features

Activation of touch probe
Simple but reliable activation methods ensure consistent probe

availability

The touch probe is automatically activated in the spindle and

deactivated in the tool magazine

Switch-on method AZ – activation of touch probe through

pullstud (patented)

Switch-on method HSK – automatic activation in the spindle

through mechanics in HSK shank

Switch-on method WS – activation through inner coolant or

spindle air-blow (patented)

Operation suitable for the workshop
Quick battery replacement without tools

Easy, lateral run-out adjustment

Easy exchange of stylus

Sturdy and well protected
Glass ring for protection of infrared diodes

Break shaft for protection of the measuring mechanism

Housing made of stainless steel for minimum thermal effect

Large Z-axis overtravel

Water-proof probe sealing using IP68 standard

Large infrared transmitting area
Proven High Data Rate infrared transmission

Unaffected by ambient light

A very large area is covered through large infrared transmitting

range and width

High-performance diodes with high transmitting power

Universal application
Adjustable transmitting power prevents false signals in case of

adjacent machines

Transmitting protocol can be changed allowing our probes to

communicate with other manufacturers receivers

The touch probe 25.10-HDR provides for a large signal
transmission area to the receiver

Selection of the required transmission protocol
can be made by push of a button

Glass ring protects high power diodes.
Break shaft protects measuring mechanism.

Quick and easy replacement of the battery without
tools

Switch-on method AZ: Touch probe is activated in the
spindle by exerting traction at the pullstud
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Infrared touch probe 25.41-HDR

Flexibility for frequently changing measuring tasks has been the

maxim for the development of the touch probe 25.41-HDR. For

measuring deep in workpieces and near walls, modular extensions

are available that can be combined. The freely adjustable trigger

force allows adaptation to all materials and measuring require-

ments.

2 Sigma 1 µm

254 mm/min – 2000 mm/min

±X, ±Y, -Z

XY ±12,5°, Z -6 mm

XY = 0.4 – 1.8 N, Z = 4 – 12 N, adjustable

30 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm, 200 mm

1 x 9 V battery

IP68: EN60529

1350 g

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

High Data Rate up to 9600 pulses/sec

130° – all-round 360°

4 – 10 m, adjustable

Technical data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Recommended
probing speed

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force with 50mm stylus

Extensions (Ø 25 mm)

Power supply

Protection class

Weight without shank

Temperature range

Material

Signal transmission

Transmission angle

Range of transmission
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Product features

Modular construction
Touch probe can be extended almost without limit

Slim diameter of measuring mechanism and extensions

(Ø 25 mm)

Extensions with lengths of 30 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm,

and 200 mm can be combined

Measure deep inside the workpiece

Measure near walls

Freely adjustable trigger force
Allows measuring of thin-walled workpieces

Measuring with large cross probes possible

Adaptation to machine characteristics, e.g. in case of vibrations

Activation of touch probe
Reliable and unambiguous activation mechanisms ensure a

smooth measuring procedure

The touch probe is automatically activated in the spindle and

deactivated in the tool magazine

Switch-on method AZ – activation of touch probe through

pullstud (patented)

Switch-on method HSK – automatic activation in the spindle

through mechanics in HSK shank

Switch-on method WS – activation through inner coolant or

spindle air-blow (patented)

Operation suitable for the workshop
Quick battery replacement without tool

Easy, lateral run-out adjustment

Easy exchange of stylus

Sturdy and well protected
Glass ring for protection of infrared diodes

Screw-in break shaft

Double membrane sealing

Chip guard shield

Casing made of stainless steel

Water-proof probe sealing using IP68 standard

Quick and easy replacement of the battery without
tools

Glass ring protects the diodes. Stylus adapter
with break shaft protects measuring mechanism.

Switch-on method AZ: Touch probe is activated in the
spindle by exerting traction at the pullstud

Adjustable trigger force allows measuring of thin-walled
workpieces

Touch probe 25.41-HDH with modular extension
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Infrared touch probe 32.00-MINI

The infrared touch probe 32.00-MINI was developed mainly for

HSC machines. Compact dimensions make it the ideal solution

for machines with limited space or short tools with small diame-

ters. It is distinguished by highest precision and maximum

positioning speed.

Technical Data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Recommended
probing speed

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force with 50mm stylus

Power supply

Protection class

Weight without shank

Temperature range

Signal transmission

Transmission angle

Range of transmission

2 Sigma 1 µm

254 mm/min – 2000 mm/min

±X, ±Y, -Z

XY ±14°, Z = -4.5 mm

XY = 1 N, Z = 6 N

4 x 1.5 V type AAA

IP68: EN60529

360 g

10 °C – 50 °C

High Data Rate up to 9600 pulses/sec

130° – 4 x 90°

1.5 – 5 m, adjustable
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Product features

Compact construction
Small diameter for narrow areas

Short length for restricted travels in Z axis

Low weight ensures high dynamics

Optimized for use on HSC machines

Activation of touch probe
Reliable mechanical switch-on methods

Switch-on method AZ – activation of touch probe through

pullstud (patented)

Switch-on method HSK – automatic activation in the spindle

through mechanics in HSK shank

Switch-on method WS – activation through inner coolant or

spindle air-blow (patented)

Switch-on method PS – activation through switch in locating

face of HSK holder

Operation suitable for the workshop
Quick battery replacement without tools

Easy, lateral run-out adjustment

Easy exchange of stylus

Sturdy and well protected
Carbon stylus for protection of measuring mechanic

Glass coverage for protection of infrared diodes

Locking of the battery chamber ensures tight closure

Water-proof probe sealing using IP68 standard

Performance and process reliability
HDR (High Data Rate) transmission technology

Unaffected by ambient light

Large transmitting and receiving angles guarantee precise and

reliable transmission

Easily adjustable transmitting power allows individual adjust-

ment to the machine environment

The battery compartment is well protected
by a double Viton O-ring sealing

Carbon stylus protects the measuring mechanism
of the probe

Four standard batteries type AAA can be changed
within seconds without a tool

Switch-on method PS: The touch probe is activated
by pressing the plan switch
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Infrared touch probe 40.00-TX/RX

The infrared touch probe 40.00-TX/RX has been designed for

machining centres and turning machines. Its compact construc-

tion makes it ideally suited for measuring on HSC machines with

small shanks and narrow tool magazines. Bidirectional infrared

transmission means they can be used on turning machines.

Technical data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Recommended
probing speed

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force with 50mm stylus

Power supply

Protection class

Weight without shank

Temperature range

Material

Signal transmission

Transmission-/Receiving angle

Range of transmission

2 Sigma 1 µm

254 mm/min – 2000 mm/min

±X, ±Y, -Z

XY ±12.5°; Z -5 mm

XY = 0.5 – 0.9 N, Z = 6 N

1 x 6 V type PX28 or 5 x 1.5 V LR44

IP68: EN60529

390 g

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

High Data Rate

100° – all-round 360°

1.5 – 5 m, adjustable
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Product features

Compact construction
Extremely slim body requires only small amount of space

Very short allowing freedom of movements in Z axis

Minimum collision zone and very small turning circle in the turret

of a lathe

High-performance receiver requiring little space offers universal

mounting possibilities

Triggering possible very close to walls

Performance and process reliability
HDR (High Data Rate) transmission excludes interference of

measuring from ambient light

Large transmitting and receiving angles guarantee reliable

transmission and enable a large working area

Adjustable air-blow nozzles at touch probe and receiver ensure

clean measuring and receiving areas

Activation
Separately encoded infrared signals for activation and

deactivation

Range of transmission for activation and deactivation signal

adjustable in 3 stages from the receiver

Sturdy and well protected
Probe housing made of stainless steel

Natural glass safely protects the infrared diodes

Water-proof probe sealing using IP68 standard

Reliable protection of measuring mechanism by movable chip

guard shield between probe lid and sealing membranes

Unaffected by falling chips and coolant

Operation suitable for the workshop
Easy lateral run-out adjustment

Use of standard batteries

(optional 1 x 6 V battery PX28 or 5 x 1.5 V button cells LR44)

Easy mounting of the receiver into the headstock

Easy exchange of stylus

Retrofitting with mounting bracket possible at any time

Use of commercial standard batteries

The high power diodes are protected against
damage by means of a natural glass ring

Bidirectional signal transmission for activation
and deactivation

Adjustable blow-off nozzles clean the touch probe
and the measuring point
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Infrared receiver 91.10-HDR

The infrared receiver 91.10-HDR is a universal and extremely

sturdy receiver for the m&h touch probe systems 25.10-HDR,

25.41-HDR and 32.00-MINI. Its large receiving angle allows

mounting almost anywhere inside the machine. The optical status

display continually shows infrared transmission condition and

provides additional safety.

100°

High Data Rate up to 9600 pulses/sec

12 – 36 VDC max. 40 mA

2000 g

IP68: EN60529

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

2 x screws M6 or
2 x screws M8 for backwall mounting

PUR drag-chain, length 15 m

PUR, length 1 m

Ready, battery warning,
Trigger signal via Solid State Relay

Technical data

Receiving angle

Signal evaluation

Power supply

Weight

Protection class

Temperature range

Material

Fastening

Connection cable

Shrink sleeve

Output signals
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Infrared receiver 91.30-RX/TX

The small infrared receiver 91.30-RX/TX communicates with the

m&h touch probe systems 25.10-HDR, 25.41-HDR, 32.00-MINI

and 40.00-TX/RX and can be mounted for space saving inside

the machine. On 5-axis machines, mounting in the headstock is

recommended to ensure safe transmission at all angular positions.

Technical data

Receiving angle

Transmitting angle

Range of activation

Signal evaluation

Power supply

Weight

Protection class

Temperature range

Material

Fastening

Connection

Output signals

100°

50°

1.50 m, 2.25 m and 3.00 m, adjustable

High Data Rate up to 9600 pulses/sec

12 – 32 VDC, max. 100 mA

100 g

IP68: EN60529, plugged

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

Blow-off screw M4

8-pin plug
Thread M12 x 1
Industrial standard

Ready, battery warning, switching signal
from active outputs – push pull

The rotary/swivel holder can be freely oriented
in 2 axes

Use of a rotary/swivel holder allows precise
adjustment towards the touch probe
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Radio-wave touch probe 20.10-MULTI

The proven radio-wave touch probe 20.10-MULTI is recommended

if infrared transmission signal beams could be broken. It is parti-

cularly suitable for large machining centres, 5-axis machines

with swivelling head and for measuring tasks inside the work-

piece. Reliable activation and radio-wave transmission ensure

maximum performance and process reliability.

Technical data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Recommended
probing speed

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force with 50mm stylus

Power supply

Protection class

Weight without shank

Temperature range

Material

Transmitting frequency range

Number of channels

Interchannel spacing

2 Sigma 1 µm

254 mm/min – 2000 mm/min

±X, ±Y, -Z

XY ±15°, Z -11 mm

XY = 2 N, Z = 10 N

1 x 9 V Block

IP68: EN60529

1250 g

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

433,075 MHz – 434,650 MHz

64

25 KHz
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Product features

Activation of touch probe
Reliable mechanical switch-on methods

Switch-on method AZ – activation of touch probe through

the pullstud (patented)

Switch-on method HSK – automatic activation in the spindle

through mechanics in HSK shank

Switch-on method WS – activation through inner coolant or

spindle air-blow (patented)

Performance and process reliability
Protected frequency range, proven worldwide

Safe signal transmission through transmission protocol

64 channels freely adjustable

Optimum receiving technology through multiple sampling

Reliability from mechanical probe activation

Sturdy and protected
Probe housing made of stainless steel

Water-proof probe sealing using IP68 standard

Break shaft for protecting the measuring mechanism

Double sealing of battery chamber

Operation suitable for the workshop
Easy channel adjustment by the push of a button

Digital channel display

Uses common, standard battery (Type 9 V block)

Quick battery replacement without tools

Easy exchange of the stylus

Easy lateral run out adjustment

Easy and quick replacement of standard battery

Measuring mechanism protected by break shaft

Easy channel adjustment by push button “Select”

Switch-on method HSK: The touch probe is activated
by a mechanism inside the HSK
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Radio-wave touch probe 20.41-MULTI

The touch probe 20.41-MULTI has been designed for complex

measuring tasks. Modular extensions enable measuring inside

the workpiece or in deep cavities. The freely adjustable trigger

force allows both triggering on very thin-walled workpieces at

minimum trigger force and the use of heavy cross probes at

maximum force.

Technical data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Recommended
probing speed

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force with 50mm stylus

Extensions (Ø 25 mm)

Power supply

Protection class

Weight without shank

Temperature range

Material

Transmitting frequency range

Number of channels

Interchannel spacing

2 Sigma 1 µm

254 mm/min – 2000 mm/min

±X, ±Y, -Z

XY ±12.5°, Z -6 mm

XY = 0.4 – 1.8 N, Z = 4 – 12 N, adjustable

30 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm, 200 mm

1 x 9 V battery

IP68: EN60529

1300 g

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

433,075 MHz – 434,650 MHz

64

25 KHz
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Product features

Modular construction
Touch probe can be extended almost without limit

Slim standard extensions in four different lengths can be

combined

For measuring tasks inside the workpiece

Highest precision: measuring mechanism close to measuring

point

Trigger force freely adjustable
Measuring of thin sections with minimal measuring force

Measuring of soft materials

Measuring with large cross probes at max. measuring force

No false signals during acceleration

Easy adjustment from the front without dismantling (patented)

Performance and process reliability
Protected frequency range, proven worldwide

Safe signal transmission through transmission protocol

64 channels freely adjustable

Optimum receiving technology through multiple sampling

Reliability from mechanical activation

Sturdy and protected
Screw-in break shaft

Double membrane sealing

Chip guard shield

Probe housing made of stainless steel

Water-proof probe sealing using IP68 standard

Operation suitable for the workshop
Easy channel adjustment at the push of a button

Digital channel display

Common, standard battery (type 9 V block)

Quick battery replacement without tools

Easy exchange of the stylus

Easy lateral run out adjustment

Easy and quick replacement of standard battery

Easy adjustment of the channel by pressing the button
“Select”

The trigger force of the probe can be adjusted
according to the measuring task

Extensions also enable use for complex measuring
tasks
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Radio-wave touch probe 38.10-MINI

The compact radio-wave touch probe 38.10-MINI has been spe-

cially designed for machines with limited available space. It is

ideally suited for use on machine tools with limited maximum

tool diameter and limited Z-travel, particularly with 5 axis heads.

It can be extended using modular extensions and is ideal for

complex measurements.

Technical data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Recommended
probing speed

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force with 50mm stylus

Extensions (Ø 25 mm)

Power supply

Protection class

Weight without shank

Temperature range

Material

Transmitting frequency range

Number of channels

Interchannel spacing

2 Sigma 1 µm

254 mm/min – 2000 mm/min

±X, ±Y, -Z

XY ±12,5°, Z -6 mm

XY = 0.4 – 1.8 N; Z = 4 – 12 N, adjustable

30 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm, 200 mm

6 x 1.5 V battery type AAA

IP68: EN60529

420 g

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

433,075 MHz – 434,650 MHz

64

25 KHz
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Product features

Modular construction
Probe can be extended by modules almost without limit

Slim standard extensions can be combined in four different

lengths

Measuring mechanism near the measuring point for highest

precision

For use on machining centres, turning/milling centres and

on 5-axis machines with swivelling heads

Trigger force freely adjustable
Measuring of thin sections with minimal measuring force

Measuring of soft materials

Measuring with large cross probes at max. measuring force

No false triggering during acceleration

Easy adjustment from the front without dismantling (patented)

Performance and process reliability
Protected frequency range, proven worldwide

Safe signal transmission through transmission protocol

64 channels freely adjustable

Optimum receiving technology through multiple sampling

High transmitting power

Reliability from mechanical activation

Sturdy and protected
Probe housing made of stainless steel

Double sealing of battery compartment

High protection of measuring mechanism with chip protection lid

and double, chemical resistant sealing membranes

Measuring mechanism torsion-protected

Operation suitable for the workshop
Easy channel adjustment by push of a button

Digital channel display

Common, standard batteries (6 x 1.5 V type AAA)

Quick battery replacement without tools

Easy adjustment of selected channel by push button
“Select”

Easy and quick replacement of standard
batteries without tools

Switch-on method PS: The touch probe is activated
by pressing the plan switch.

Increase of trigger force recommended in case of strong
machine vibrations or long heavy probe styli

Measuring of deep cavities with probe extensions
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Radio-wave receiver 95.10-SCS

The radio-wave receiver 95.10-SCS (Self Channel Select) com-

municates with all radio-wave touch probes with signal reception

in the high-penetration transmitting frequency range of 433 MHz.

During power-on time, the environment is checked for interfe-

rence from transmitters. Corrupted channels are blocked, non-

corrupted displayed for use. Thus, the radio-wave transmission

adapts to changing conditions.

Technical data

Receiving frequency range

Number of channels

Interchannel spacing

Power supply

Weight

Protection class

Temperature range

Fastening

Connection cable

Output signals

433,075 MHz – 434,650 MHz

64

25 KHz

12 – 36 V, max. 100 mA

500 g

IP65: EN60529

10 °C – 50 °C

2 x M4 screws

Drag-chain type
Lengths 15 m, 25 m, or 35 m

Ready, battery warning,
switching signal via Solid State Relay
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The panel is easy to operate. It displays signal
strength and status of radio-wave transmission.

Direction of the antenna outlet can be chosen
dependent on mounting situation on the machine

For machines without cover panel, the flexible
BNC antenna is used

On machines with cover panel, a steel antenna
is mounted inside the machining area

Product features

Operational reliability is our maxim
Highest performance reliability through transmission protocol

Permanent check of radio channels for interfering signals

Automatic blocking of corrupted channels

Protected frequency range, proven worldwide

Easy installation
Various mounting options for the antenna

Only one antenna in the working area

Interface integrated into receiver

Recommendation of non-corrupted channels by Self Channel

Select technology (patented)

Universal application possibilities
Suitable for large milling machines, machining centres, vertical

turning machines and turning/milling centres

Suitable for multi-axis machines with swivelling head

Antenna made of high-grade steel, insensitive to falling chips

and coolant

Different antenna positions possible

Several probes per machine possible through mechanical

activation

Operation suitable for the workshop
Easy channel selection at the push of a button

Digital channel display on receiver and probe

LEDs for status display and probe monitoring

Manual channel selection allows total flexibility and prevents

interference from other networks

Continuous signal filtering ensures performance and means

interference is checked now and in the future
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M16x1

Production Probe 41.00-PP

The production probe 41.00-PP is fully compatible with other

systems available on the market because of its M16x1 connection

thread and its small dimensions. It fits many application possibi-

lities on tool grinding machines, cylindrical grinding machines,

rotary transfer machines and special measuring tasks.

Technical data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force with 50mm stylus

Extensions (Ø 25 mm)

Protection class

Mechanical protection

Material

Temperature range

Contacting

2 Sigma 1 µm

± X; ± Y; -Z

XY ±12.5°; Z –6 mm

XY = 0.4 – 1.8 N; Z = 4 – 12 N, adjustable

30 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm, 200 mm

IP68: EN60529

Double sealing membrane (Viton) and
metal sealing

Stainless steel

10 °C – 60 °C

N.C. normally closed
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Product features

Compatible construction
Probe dimensions equal to market standard allow replacement

of third-party products at any time

Fully compatible connection through M16x1 screw-in thread

Stylus thread M4 enables use of all existing styli

For use on tool grinding machines, cylindrical grinding machines,

rotary transfer machines and special measuring tasks

Precise measuring results
Highest accuracy through precision measuring mechanism

Adjustable trigger force allows measuring of thin-walled work-

pieces (patented)

Stable zero position allows precision measuring using only

one touch

Sturdy and protected
Touch probe housing made of stainless steel

Waterproof probe sealing using IP68 standard

High protection of the measuring mechanism by double,

chemical resistant sealing membranes as standard

Removable metal eyelid acts as a chip guard

Stylus is torsion protected

Operation suitable for the workshop
Easy adjustment of the triggering force from the front

Cleaning of the sealing membranes possible without tools

Easy mounting of sockets and extensions

Easy exchange of stylus

Substantial accessories
Large assortment of styli

Different sockets with integrated interface

Compatible modular extensions available
The large assortment of styli enables every measuring
task

Maximum protection against chips and coolants
by metal eyelid and double diaphragm

Easy adjustment to workpieces and machine
conditions by adjustable trigger force

Compatible construction makes the probe universally
usable, especially for replacement

Manifold installation possibilities thanks to
various sockets and extensions
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Toolsetter 35.10-TS

Toolsetter 35.10-TS establishes tool geometries on the machine.

With its precise measuring mechanism, it reliably determines

length and radius of the tool, measures single edged cutters and

detects broken tools. Measuring can be made both statically

and dynamically. It has been designed for use on milling machines

and machining centres.

2 Sigma 1 µm

Radial, axial

Radial ±12.5°, axial 6 mm

Radial 0.5 – 2.4 N, axial 4 – 12 N, adjustable

30 mm, 50 mm, 100 mm, 200 mm

12 – 30 VDC, max. 35 mA

IP68: EN60529, plugged

500 g

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

Vertical and horizontal possible

Integrated

Switching signal via Solid State Relay

Technical Data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force

Extensions toolsetter

Power supply

Protection class

Weight

Temperature range

Material

Mounting

Interface electronics

Output signal
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Product features

Modular construction
Variable height 105 – 305 mm

Large measuring plate Ø37 mm

For use on milling machines and machining centres

Precise measuring results
Highest accuracy through precision measuring mechanism

Adjustable trigger force allows measuring of sensitive tools

Stable zero position allows precision measuring using only one

measuring touch

Sturdy and protected
Probe housing made of stainless steel

Water-proof probe sealing using IP68 standard

High protection of measuring mechanism with protection bonnet

plus double, chemical resistant sealing membranes as standard

Connecting cable protected by PUR shrink sleeve

Trigger force can be increased to prevent false triggering

caused by vibration (patented)

Radial protection of the measuring mechanism by break shaft

Operation suitable for the workshop
Measuring surface already aligned upon delivery

Toolsetter detachable from machine table, no need for new

alignment

Easy alignment if required, by means of 4 adjusting screws

Interface integrated into the touch probe, no need for additional

space inside the electrical cabinet

With cable connection or plug-in

Optical status display

Toolsetter with plug and shrink sleeve made of PUR

The toolsetter is radially protected by a break shaft

Sensitive tools can be additionally protected
by reducing the trigger force

The position of the measuring surface can be adjusted
to different requirements by modular extensions

Cabled toolsetter with shrink sleeve
made of PUR
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Pick Up Toolsetter 35.40-TS

With the Pick Up Toolsetter 35.40-TS, tools can be measured in

length and diameter on the machine. The Docking Station can be

fitted anywhere on the machine table and enables automatic or

manual exchange of the toolsetter. This means there is nothing

protruding out to restrict the working surface. One infrared

receiver is used for both touch probe and toolsetter.

Technical Data

Unidirectional
repeatability

Sensing directions

Max. stylus deflection

Trigger force

Power supply

Protection class

Temperature range

Material

Weight

Smallest tool
for length measurement

2 Sigma 1 µm

Radial, axial

Radial ±12.5°, axial -5 mm

XY = 0.6 – 1.0 N, Z = 6 N

1 x 6 V type PX28L

IP68: EN60529

10 °C – 50 °C

Stainless steel

300 g

Ø 0.3 mm
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Product features

Innovative solution
Length/radius measurement, tool breakage control

Toolsetter with infrared transmission – no interfering cable in

the work area

Easily applicable on 5-axis machines

Automatic or manual exchange – thus, nothing protrudes into

the work area (patented)

Toolsetter protected in Pick up Calibration tool against falling

chips and coolant

Only one infrared receiver needed for both toolsetter and probe

Operation suitable for the workshop
Easy alignment with setting screws

User-friendly measuring cycles with dialogue display

Calibration with Pick up Calibration tool (patented)

High precision
Highest accuracy through precision measuring mechanism

Highest interchange repeatability into the docking station

Suitable for small tools (from Ø 0.3 mm onwards)

needing only one measuring touch

Universal mounting of the docking
station
Easy mounting at the edge of the working table

Easy mounting on the machine table

Horizontal installation also possible

Sturdy and well protected
Glass ring for protection of infrared diodes

Break shaft for protection of the measuring mechanism

Probe housing made of stainless steel

Water-proof probe sealing using IP68 standard

Docking station with chip guard lid
The toolsetter is automatically calibrated in length
and radius by a calibration tool

The toolsetter is activated by the infrared receiver
and transmits infrared signals to the receiver

The toolsetter is automatically positioned
in the docking station and is engaged there

The toolsetter is taken from the tool magazine
to the machining area like a tool

Tools are automatically measured in length
and radius
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3D Form Inspect Software

The proven solution for your success – 3D Form Inspect. Measu-

ring and quality control on the machine tool is gaining increasing

importance in progressive manufacturing plants. This software

enables quick, easy measuring and logging of important geometries

and shapes on all sides and with all axes directly on the machine

tool. This saves time, provides safety, and enhances quality.

Easy handling
Self-explanatory user interface for easiest handling

Practice-oriented measuring functions, designed for the

machine operator

Touch probe collision detection gives safety

Automatic transmission of measuring programs and results

Universally applicable
Extensive import filters for CAD surface data: IGES, VDA, STL,

Parasolid, Catia, Pro Engineer, Step, Unigraphics, Solidworks,

Inventor and so on

Available for almost all CNC controls: Andron, Elexa, Fanuc,

Fidia, Haas, Heidenhain, Mazatrol, Makino, MillPlus, Mitsubishi,

Röders Tec, Selca, Siemens, Zimmer+Kreim, Z32, ECS

Highest precision
m&h touch probe in conjunction with patented calibration

ensures highest accuracy

One-time setting of triggering scatter during calibration

Vector calibration for high demands of speed and accuracy

Save costs –
increase your competitiveness
Optimum definition of workpiece zero point in relation to work-

piece contour

Evaluation of results immediately after machining

No transferring to the measuring machine

Immediate reworking without setting up again

No machine downtime due to missing information/measuring

results

Documentation of genuine quality

Measuring and results in one fully automated cycle

3D Form Inspect –
as easy as can be
Determine measuring points

On-screen collision control

Generation of measuring program with

automatic transfer to CNC control

Measuring on the machine

Evaluation of measuring results

On-screen evaluation of measuring results

Measuring of a bore with cross probe
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Meaningful measuring protocols
Graphic representation of measuring results on the screen

Freely configurable display of results

Measuring protocol shown through Excel, Word, or HTML

Interface for linking up to other evaluation programs

Support of 4th and 5th axis
Measuring on all sides of the workpiece and at undercuts

or inclined geometries in free space

Correction of kinematic errors
on circular and swivelling axes
Maximum precision by patented compensation of swivelling

errors

Collection of kinematic errors of the 4th and 5th axes through

calibration or actual workpiece

Detected deviations are compensated for during the measuring

process

Further functions
Support of cross/star probes

Use and management of several touch probes per measuring

task

Management of measuring point groups using different

on-screen displays

Touch probe configurator for all measuring tasks

Universal interface to job management system

Best Fit Function
Optimization of deviations in position and location by turning

and shifting the workpiece

Can be used for quick fitting of the blank into the best

machining position

Quick re-clamping of moulds for repair

Determination of position and zero point defining after

measuring

Clear measuring protocols

Convenient support for 5-axis settings

Best Fit – can be configured for optimum application

User-defined configuration of touch probe

Product features
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m&h has developed a range of measuring cycle packages for a

variety of measuring tasks. In addition, measuring cycle packa-

ges from different control suppliers are used, provided they are

sufficient for customer’s requirements. The following software

packages are available:

Standard Measuring Cycles

Smart Probe

Smart Probe are manual cycles easily applied for aligning work

pieces, setting zero points and measuring workpiece dimensions

Inspection measuring cycle package

Inspection measuring cycles can be integrated into automatic

machining programs. As well as standard functions, there are

additional options for measuring at angles or vectors. Printing

functions are available for evaluation.

Toolsetting measuring cycles

Cycles for measuring of length and radius plus tool breakage

control are available for the tool-setter

For the Pick Up Toolsetter 35.40-TS, measuring cycles for auto-

matic insertion and exchange of the toolsetter are available

Inspection measuring cycle package

Inspection measuring cycles can be integrated into automatic

machining programs. Measuring functions included are: measure-

ment of surfaces, distances and diameters as well as setting of

zero points and correction of tool data. Printing functions are

available for evaluation.

Workpiece measurement
on milling machines

Tool measurement
on milling machines

Workpiece measurement
on turning machines

Measuring of tool radius

Measuring of a bore

Measuring of a boss – determination of position
and diameter
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Application technology

In order to offer our customers maximum reliability, we make the

highest quality demands on our products. To meet these demands,

we maintain a sophisticated quality management system that has

been certified in accordance with DIN EN ISO 9001:2000.

Measuring solutions
Customer focussed, individual and qualified consulting by our

technical sales department will assist you in selecting the opti-

mum measuring solution. Our experienced development and

application engineers will offer solutions wherever possible.

We will attend to your needs and submit everything from simple

suggestions up to complete programs. Take advantage of our

experience.

Installation
Anywhere in the world it is possible for the installation of touch

probe systems and measuring software to be carried out by

qualified m&h technicians or m&h representatives. Our sales

organization is trained at regular intervals and continuously

informed about developments and application experience.

Our knowledge is available for your manufacturing.

Training
Highly qualified and trained m&h staff offer individual, thorough

training at your premises with your workpieces. Training in your

own machining environment brings success and optimizes

your manufacturing. This gives security and safety to machine

operators.

We make highest quality demands on our products, that is why
we are working following a strict quality management system in all
divisions of our company

We offer training by highly qualified m&h staff members
either at our technology centre or at your premises
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A crucial factor of success at m&h is customer satisfaction.

In order to be able to respond quickly and effectively to our

customers’ wishes, we keep close contact with them. We focus

on short delivery and response time, qualified service personnel

and an effective repairing process. With a worldwide sales and

service network through m&h offices and representation we

support our OEM customers and end users on site.

Service
Do you have questions about touch probes or need application

assistance on your machine? Our well-trained service techni-

cians will give you advice and support by phone, fax, or e-mail.

We will help you until your problem is solved and provide assis-

tance on your premises, if required.

Repair
We offer a quick repair service for damaged probes. During the

repair time, you can get a substitute or exchange system.

We repair whatever can be repaired and thus offer moderate

repair costs. You may also access our repair service on the

Internet – time is money.

Spare parts
As a rule, we have all necessary spare parts in stock on call,

thus ensuring quick replacement and exchange. Dispatch is

made quickly and reliably via courier service enabling you to

continue your work without a considerable loss of time.

Service worldwide

Our highly trained service technicians will give you competent
and reliable support, also on the spot, if required

Our repair service offers by short repair and delivery times
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m&h International

m&h Branches
Great Britain

m&h UK

7 Mountbatten Way, Chilwell

GB-Nottingham NG9 6NG

Fon +44 1159 7354-59

Fax +44 1159 7354-59

uk@mh-inprocess.com

Canada/U.S.A

m&h Probing Systems Inc.

5420 Mainway Drive, Unit #2D

CA-Burlington, Ontario L7L 5Z1

Fon +1 905 3325-378

Fax +1 905 3326-104

sales@mh-probingsystems.com

Germany

m&h Inprocess Messtechnik GmbH

Am Langholz 11 · D-88289 Waldburg

Fon +49 (0)7529 9733-0

Fax +49 (0)7529 9733-7

vertrieb@mh-inprocess.com

m&h Representation
Please look up the addresses for m&h representation on the Internet at:

www.mh-inprocess.com

Italy

m&h Italia S.r.l.

Via Roma 41/14

I-15070 Tagliolo Monferrato AL

Fon +39 0143 896-141

Fax +39 0143 896-821

italy@mh-inprocess.com

You will find m&h branches and represen-

tation worldwide, quite close to you, offering

quick and targeted service. All of us will

make your task our challenge – for your

benefit.
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m&h Inprocess Messtechnik GmbH

Am Langholz 11 · D-88289 Waldburg

Fon +49 (0)7529 9733-0

Fax +49 (0)7529 9733-7

vertrieb@mh-inprocess.com

www.mh-inprocess.com


